Everyone Needs it from Time to Time:
We are experts in helping you succeed, providing additional resources for students enrolled in mathematics and statistics courses. Assistance can be found at mslc.osu.edu. Select your course from the drop-down menu.
Tutoring Can Make a Difference:  
Our spacious tutor rooms provide a welcoming learning community for every student. Our tutoring rooms offer a convenient place to study between classes, meet and work with classmates, or receive help from a tutor should you have questions. Tutoring services are free and available for many undergraduate mathematics and statistics courses. Drop-by; no appointment is necessary.

Do you need resources for your math class? We can help!
Resources — textbooks and calculators — are available for both students and instructors with a valid Buck-ID. This includes current textbooks and supporting materials, such as student solution manuals, which may be used in the Resource Center or tutor rooms. Graphing and scientific calculators can be borrowed on a short-term basis. In addition, our resource library has alternate textbooks that you may check out for home use.

Get an Extra Boost with Workshops and Online Lessons
Access a variety of content workshops on a number of difficult topics, which often include using technology to enhance the presentation of material and student learning.

We recommend workshops and online lessons for those who do not fully understand a topic, are struggling with problems for a particular section, or just want to make sure not to miss anything.

Material is often synthesized across multiple lectures, facilitating connections among course topics. Workshops may be offered in-person, or as convenient, easy-to-navigate online workshops.

Calculus 1 and Calculus 2 online lessons are available for each lecture topic, consisting of lecture videos, examples, topic summaries and practice problems.

Exam Reviews: We offer exam reviews for most large-enrollment mathematics courses and provide a review sheet for each exam. Narrated solutions are available.

To find resources specific to your course, visit mslc.osu.edu. Select your course from the drop-down menu.